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(The catalog numbers assigned to new issues
published here are supplied by special arrange-
ments with "Current Coins of the World", pub-
lished and copyrighted by Western Publishing
Co., Inc., Whitman Publishing Div., Racine,
Wise., USA. No further use of these catalog
numbers in any other publication is authorized.

BANGLADESH
YA1 1 Poisha 1974, Aluminum (l6mm)

CHILE
Yll8a 5 Escudos 1972, Aluminum
Y119 10 Escudos 1974, Aluminum ( 25mm)
Y120 50 Escudos 1974, Cupro-Nickel (21mm)
Y121 100 Escudos 1974; Cupro-Nickel (23mm)

EL SALVADOR
YA20 2 Centavos 1974, Nickel-Brass (17mm)
YB20 3 Centavos 1974, Nickel-Brass (19mm)

FRANCE
YA112 10 Francs 1974, Nickel-clad-copper-

nickel ( 26mm)
Y113 50 Francs 1974, Silver (4lmm)

ISLE OF MAN
Y13 1 Crown 1974, .925 Silver ( 38 . 6mm)

Centennial Birth of Churchill Comm.

ITALY-Correction I

Y109 100 Lire 1974, Stainless Steel ( 27 . 8mm
Centennial Birth of Marconi Comm.
(Correction: This was reported as a
silver 1000 Lire in the September
1974 NI Bulletin.

)

NICARAGUA -Co rrect ion
The proper catalog number for the 1 Cordoba
1972 is Y-25 . Because of a typographical
error in the new 6th edition of Current Coins
of the World, the number appeared as Y-21,
which is actually the brass 1 Centavo 1943*

(Continued on page 296)
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THE PRESIDENT’S
FORUM

"The Universality of Numismatics"

Nowhere was the universality of numismatics made more meaningful to

me than in Tashkent during a visit with Sergei Borodin. I have just

learned of his passing and want to share with you a fond memory of
this giant of Soviet literature and numismatics.

Sergei Borodin was a Member of Parliment in addition to being at the
summit of his profession as an historical novelist. He won the Stalin
Prize for literature for the novel Dimitic Donskoi , which was about
the popular l4th century hero. The novel was translated into several
languages and was especially popular in Japan.

Members of the N. I. Tour Group, Bart Wells, Bill Spengler and myself,

were chosen at random for a short visit with him just prior to his
departure for a vacation in Italy this past year. We soon learned
that his reputation in Central Asia as a most formidable numismatist
was well founded. Many unpublished specimens were represented in his

collection but it is his comments as a collector that stand out vivid-
ly in retrospect.

He told us about a woman who had journeyed from Samarkand to sell
some coins to him. She did not realize their true value and only
asked a pittance for them. In paying for them, he gave her "fair
market value" which needless to say pleased her immensely.

A fellow dropped by and offered to sell him a silver Alexander type
tetradrachm. He declined the purchase because "it just didn't feel
right" whereupon the man immediately showed him several others of
the same type! (Counterfeiting is a universal problem.)

Sergei said he felt that the "Gangut Ruble" (Y-7l) was valued much
too high in the West. He told us how several thousand were issued to
the Czar's personal guard, many of whom subsequently deserted during
the First World War. Conversely, he felt that many of the Central
Asian issues, circa 1917-20, were undervalued. He told us how brass
samovars were used as a source of planchets for the coins of Khiva and
Khorezm. He said that the 500 Ruble, large planchet (Y-^), was sur-
reptitiously smuggled out of the mint after Khorezm joined the U.S.S. R.

and therefore was never in circulation. He showed us ten B.U. speci-
mens and said he doubted if more than 100 were in existence.

We had some refreshments, traded some coins with him, took some
photos, and left.

The thoughts and concerns he had were the same as those shared by
numismatists throughout the world. As a result of that afternoon, I

know now that boundaries between people like ourselves are artificial.
We are all brothers and sisters. Thank you, Sergei, for this gift.

Sincerely,

IRVING BERLIN
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INSIDE N.l.
MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

October 1974 Applications for Membership ; The following persons have
applied for membership. If no written objections are received by
November 1, 1974, their membership will become effective that date.
(MT = Will Trade by Mail)1060-

MT Joseph D. Santos, Jr., 23 Rock St., Briston, R. I. 02809
(Czarist Russia, Ancients, Great Britain)

1061-

MT Robert R. Rezny, ll4ll E. l4 Mile Road, Sterling Heights,
Mich. 48077 -- (Study Mexican Counterfeit)

1062 Thomas P. Rockwell, 676 Osgood St., North Andover, Mass.

01845 -- (India and Oriental)

1063

-

MT

1064-

MT

1065

-

MT

1066

-

MT

1067

-

MT

1068

-

MT

1069

-

MT

1070

-

MT

1071

1072-MT

Robert E. Moore, 221 Vista Del Monte, Los Gatos, Cal. 95^30
(Modem Chinese, Sinkiang, Tibet, Mongolia)

Ray A. Bows, NATO SPT ACTY, APO New York 09667
(France and Low Countries)

Annie-Calude Sroczynski, P. 0. Box 2306 , Main Sta., Denver,

Colo. 80201 -- (France, Brazil, Danzig, Egypt and Notgeld)

Rev. James Harding, St. Winefrides, Mynd Cls., Shrewsbury,

Shropshire SY2 5RA, United Kingdom -- (Caribbean Terr, and

Proofs)

Mark A. Hagerdon, USDAO American Embassy, APO NY 09880
(Silver Crowns)

K. P. Wilson, 1 Albert St., Cundletown, N. S. W. 2430,

Australia -- (Australia, New Zealand, New Guinea, Fiji
and Tokens)

Ken Dolbee, P. 0. Box 8496 , Toledo, Ohio 43623
(Dealer in World Coins)

Roger Outing, Brentford House, 5; St. Pauls Road, Brentford,

Middlesex, England -- (French Emergency Paper)

Robert H. Clerc, 37 Hobart St., Buffalo, N. Y. 14206

(Dutch Coins and Books)

Kazuma Oyama, 38 Lauone Loop, Wahiawa, Hawaii 96786
(World Types and Currency)

REINSTATEMENTS : The following members have complied with the By-Laws

and are hereby reinstated to full membership:

0540 P. H. Knijnsberg, Rijnstraat 17, Amsterdam Z, Netherlands

(Dealer in World Coins)
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08o4-MT Harrington E. Manville, U. S. Consulate General, 1558

McGregor Ave., Montreal 109, P* Q-, Canada

(British Silver 1649-1820)

0332-MT Bob Whitesitt, 2121 S. Brentwood, Brentwood, Mo. 63144

(Japan and Israel)

DONATIONS REPORT

We wish to acknowledge receipt of the following donations since the

last report

:

Name

W. B. Butterworth

Granvyl Hulse, Jr.

Donation

l4 coins

Stated
Value Preference of Use

None Stated NI Reference Collection

$10.00 Cash $10.00 General Operating Fund

BOARD OF GOVERNORS AND BULLETIN COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Board of Governors Meeting: October 9; 1974 at home of Ross
Schraeder, 7963 Woodstone, Dallas, Texas

(Phone: A/c 2l4, 239-4347)

November 13, 1974 at home of Don
Douglas, 2526 Rosewood Dr., Mesquite, Tex.

(Phone: A/C 2l4, 279-6405)

Bulletin Committee Meeting: October 23, 1974 at home of Irving
Berlin, 6406 Blanche Circle, Dallas, Texas
(Phone: A/c 2l4, 827-1387)

Any member having business to bring before the Board of Governors is

invited to attend that meeting.

The Bulletin Committee Meeting is open to everyone who wants to
help out with the work connected with mailing the monthly NI Bulletin.

REPORT OF NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICERS FOR THE 1973-76 TERM OF OFFICE

A Ballot to all active NI members went into the mail about October 1,

1974. All members are urged to participate in this first organization-
wide election of the officers who will assume the day-to-day duties
of their office on January 1, 1975 for the calendar years of 1975-1978*
The following persons were nominated and accepted the nomination for
the offices as indicated (names in alphabetical order):

For the office of President --

DR. HOWARD L. FORD - NI Member No. 668, having joined the organization
in September 1971* Served as Secretary in 1973
and is serving as the current Vice-President.
Also is editor of the "Notes of Interest" and
chairman of the Mail Bid Committee.
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ROSS SCHRAEDER - NI Member No. 371> having joined the organization
in August, 1969 * Served as Vice-President in 1971*
President in 1972 and as Chairman of the Board of
Governors in 1973* As a past-president is a current
member of the Board of Governors and member of
several currently active committees.

For the office of Vice-President --

LARRY KNIGHT --

TOM MELODY

DICK UPTON

NI Member No. 5^3; having joined the organization
in February, 1971* Currently serving as a member
of the Bulletin Mailing Committee.

NI Member No. 647, having joined the organization
in June, 1971* Currently serving as a member of
the Bulletin Mailing Committee.

NI Member No. 187, having joined the organization
in July, 1967 . Currently serving as Associate
Editor of the NI Bulletin for Emergency and Sub-
stitute Money.

For the office of Secretary --

DON DOUGLAS NI Member No. 755* having joined the organization
in April, 1972. Currently is serving in the same
office, having been elected in 1973 for the 1974
term of office.

For the office of Treasurer --

CARL YOUNG NI Member No. 695; having joined the organization
in November, 1971* Currently is serving in the
same office, having been appointed by the Board of
Governors to the office in March, 1974 after the
resignation of Billy M. German, who had held the
office since January, 1970. Also serving as the
Librarian for the NI Library.

Where offices are contested, the nominee receiving the highest number
of votes will be elected to the office. All elected officers and
all past-presidents will constitute the Board of Governors for the

1975-76 term of office. The immediate past-president will serve as

Chairman of the Board of Governors for the 1975-76 term of office.

LIFE MEMBERSHIPS

As of July, 1974, NI started accepting applications for Life Membership.

Cost of this type of membership is $150.00, payable in full or $25*00
down with 12 months to pay the balance. The following conditions will

apply: l) applicant must have been a member of NI for at least three

years before applying; 2) the cost, to be reevaluated from time to

time, is presently set at $150.00; 3) the membership must be approved

by the Board of Governors; and 4) the amount of at least $25*00 must

be submitted with the application which is to be mailed to the atten-

4

tion of the Board of Governors.
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The English

Currency under
EDWARD I

by C. G. Crump & A. Hughes

(Reprinted from The Economic Journal, Vol. V, 1895.)

The currency question in the reign of Edward I was a simpler one than
it is at the present time. No private forms of money then existed
except hills of exchange, and those only to a small extent. The in-

troduction of bimetallism into England was not to take place until
the reign of Edward III and inconvertible notes were undreamed of.

The problem presented to the statesman was in its simplest form --

how to insure a sufficient supply of silver for the business of the
country, and how to provide a substitute in case such a supply could
not be secured; a subordinate question was the best method of using
the King's privilege of coining money as a method of raising revenue
in some shape or other. To the first of these three questions Edward
I was under no compulsion to find an answer. The commercial position
of England during his reign was always strong enough to enable her
to procure as much silver as she might require, even in a period when
the economy of the country was increasingly becoming a money economy.
The same causes saved the King often from any care concerning sub-
stitutes for silver. But a few words may be permitted on this point.
Scarcity of metallic currency in modem times has been counteracted
by the use of an inconvertible currency, whose value is allowed to
vary according to temporary causes. In this way a cheap supply of
currency is readily attainable, and one showing by it fluctuations of
value whether it is being wisely employed or not. In medieval times
no such resource was available. A government distressed for want of
silver -- and, except at exceptional times, all governments were thus
distressed -- had no resource except the debasement of its coinage
either in weight or fineness, or both. Inconvertible currency in

modem times has often been abused, and medieval princes were oc-
casionally prone to similar misconduct. But the cause of the two
phenomena is the same; and just as today the height of the premium on
gold may afford a measure of the commercial strength of a country, so

in medieval times does the extent and speed of the inevitable debase-
ment of the coin. The contrast between the commercial history of
France and England is curiously illustrated by the fact that the

English shilling and the French sou once contained the same value of
silver.

It has been said that the administration of the currency was one of

the sources of the King's revenue. To this fact we owe the preservation
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of the series of statistics relating to the currency, upon which this
paper is mainly based. The administration of the currency was intrust-
ed to the Warden, Master Moneyer, and other officers of the Cambium in
the Tower of London, and elsewhere. This office, 1 which will here-
after be spoken of as the Mint, is so closely concerned in the subject
of this paper that some account of its constitution and working must
here be given. The chief source of our information on these points is
a treatise in the Red Book of the Exchequer, entitled Tractatus Novae
Monetae . The exact date^ of the document is a question of some diffi-
culty, but, whatever may be the ultimate decision on this point, there
can be no doubt that no alteration in the working of the Mint took
place between the reign of Edward I and the composition of this docu-
ment. From internal evidence it is clear that the writer was a for-
eigner, that he was most probably Master Moneyer in the English Mint,
and that he was not always at ease in that position. His motives for
composing this treatise-'’ he does not mention, and his name must be
matter of conjecture. But in spite of the lack of personal interest,
his book is of a kind as useful as it is uncommon; for it contains an
account of the method used by the Mint in purchasing silver, in assay-
ing it, and in accounting to the King for his profits and the expenses
of the workmanship.

After a short paragraph relating to Numa Pompilius and the word
nummus the author lays down that before issuing money the King should
first publish an ordinance defining the weight and denomination of the
coins to be made, and the fineness of the silver to be employed.
These particulars are also given, it may be added, in the indentures
between the King and the Master Moneyer, by which the currency was
from time to time regulated. There are in the Red Book specimens of
two such documents, one an ordinance^ for the recoinage of 1280 , and
the other the indenture^ with Master W. de Tumemire, the Master
Moneyer, who conducted the actual operations of the Mint at that time.

Some portions of the ordinance may be quoted here, translated from
their original French. "First, that a standard shall be made that
shall remain in the Exchequer, or in such a place as the King shall
determine. And according to the form of the standard shall the money
be made, and of like fineness with the standard. And it shall be

1 - The word Cambium has been variously translated as "Mint" or "Ex-

change". Madox uses both words indifferently. Later practice inclines
toward "exchange". We have preferred "Mint" on account of the histor-
ical continuity of the office.

2 - Two hypotheses seem possible as to this date. First, that the

treatise was written in or after the year 1350 ; by an author who was

not concerned to explain the details of the coinage of that date. This

is supported by a reference in the tract itself to an ordinance of

1350. Second, that the treatise was written originally in the year

1279 of 1280 ; and that additions were made to this original in the

year 1350. The authors incline, with some reserve, to this last opinion,

considering at the same time that further investigation is needful to

settle this point. As there can be no doubt of the continuity of the

Mint practice between the two dates, it is not necessary to discuss the i

question at great length in this place.
"

3 - Red Book, f. 262.

4 - Red Book , f. 245-

5 - Red Book, f. 247- For a different and more authentic version see

Pipe Roll , 15 Edward I, under the Mint account of Gregory de Rokesle

and Roland de Podio.
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marked, made, and struck with the impress of the old die and the new"
-- that is, with the old die on the reverse and the new die with the
head of Edward on the obverse. "Further, that the large money of four
sterlings shall be of the fineness of the aforesaid standard. " Groats
or fourpenny pieces were now first coined. "Further, that the farth-
ings be round, and they shall all be made at London and nowhere else,

and they shall be called 'Lundreis ' .
"-1

- Then follow directions as to
the fineness and weight of the farthings, and the remedy allowed in
their manufacture. It is explained that in order to make these farth-
ings of sufficient size more alloy is to be added to them than to the
pence. In fact, 1 pound sterling worth of farthings is to weigh 63 s.

5d. in pence, so that, while a farthing contained l/4 of a penny's
weight of pure silver, it was made up to weigh rather more than 3/4
of a penny by means of added alloy. Halfpence were also coined about
this time, but the ordinance does not mention them. The other subjects
explained in it are the remedy allowable in the case of pence, and
the provisions for the trial of the pyx, and the conclusion is as

follows: "Further, that the King cause to be cried throughout his
realm that no man change money or ingots or any manner of silver ex-

cept at the King ' s Mint, and that no man be so bold as to carry out

of the realm the suppressed money. " This ordinance or suggestions for
an ordinance may explain the sort of document the author of the Treat-
ise in the Red Book was thinking of. The next needful step is the
issue of a proclamation declaring the new money to be legal tender,

and thus securing the legal position of the Mint officials.

The author then turns to the process of assaying, purchasing, and
coining silver, and testing the coinage when complete. After a little
Aristotelian digression concerning the "matter" and "form" of money,

he enters upon the arithmetic of the mint at great length. It will be
sufficient here to consider one case. Let us suppose that a merchant
appears at the Mint with a pound of silver of Tours to be coined;
upon an assay‘d it is found to contain 10 dwt. of copper to the pound.

Now on all silver there are certain fixed charges -- seignorage, mint-
age, etc. -- to be made before it is coined. In the case of foreign
silver these charges are fixed, 5 mintage at 5 -V2d. and seignorage at

9d. in the pound of silver. Moreover, the standard fineness of Eng-
lish money is l8-l/2 dwt. of copper per pound of silver. To the Tours
silver 8-l/2 dwt. more of copper can be added to bring it to the
proper fineness, making thus 248-1/2 dwt. of standard silver; out of
this he will retain l4-l/2 dwt. for the minting and seignorage, and
return to the merchant when the coinage is complete his pound of silver

1 - The name always given to the farthing is "ferling", which is often
confused with "sterling" by the scribes of Edward's reign. The term
"Lundreis" never seems to have been generally used.

2 - For the assay l/2 oz. of the silver per lb. was dissolved in molten
lead, and afterwards extracted in a purified form from that metal.
Every grain by which the l/2 oz. was then diminished shows that as

many dwts. of alloy were present in the lb.

3 - These are the amounts quoted by the writer: 7d was alloyed for
mintage on English decried money. It should perhaps be explained that

the pound used in the Mint is the Tower pound = 5 > 400 grains troy. In

the reign of Edward I Id. does not weigh quite 1 dwt. or l/ 240 of a

lb., but it is not always easy to say whether silver is reckoned by
weight or by tale. Pounds, shillings, and pence are all used both as

monetary terms and as weights; but 1 lb. weight of silver = 243d. of

money. This gives rise to difficulties that are sometimes insurmount-

able in considering the details of a particular transaction.
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in coin less 6 dwt. of silver. In the language of the Mint, the Tours
silver has been bought at 6d. In fact, if d be the total deduction
per pound on the score of seignorage, mintage, etc., and £ be the num-
ber of pennyweights of copper in a pound of the proposed silver, we
have for the ascertaining of the resulting deduction the equation x =

c + d -- l8-l/2 . For the most part the Mint dealt only with silver
above English standard, which would be bought at l4-l/2 dwt. per pound.
Higher grades of silver were bought of course at less and less; for
silver containing only 4 dwt. of copper to the pound no deduction was
made, and for silver above this standard a bonus would actually be
returned to the merchant. These higher grades of silver are described
in a different manner to the lower ones. As has been said, silver
containing 10 dwt. of copper to the pound is said to be bought at 6d.;
and this form is used up to but not including the silver containing
only 4 dwt. to the pound. This silver is said to be bought for 20s., 1

meaning that for the weight of silver tendered for purchase the same
weight of coin was returned; pure silver would be described as bought
for 20s. 4d. The reason for this change of practice is to be found
of course in the impossibility of using negative quantities in arith-
metical reasoning.

A little consideration of these arithmetical operations leads to the
curious result that there is an error in them, and that silver of a
given fineness cannot be produced in the manner described. This is
of course true; supposing the silver presented at the Mint to consist
of various parcels containing from 120^ dwt. of copper to the pound
up to none at all, the resulting "standard" silvers would contain
from 32 dwt. of copper to 17-2 dwt. in each pound. The only bullion
of standard fineness would be that which had been of standard fineness
to begin with. 3 Now the calculations that have been so far described
are those that concern the Warden of the Mint, in whose hands was the
purchase of silver, and who was responsible both for collecting the
seignorage and returning the coin to the merchants. From his point
of view the quality of the silver was unimportant; a pound in weight
was a pound in weight, whatever its fineness. All his duty was to
pass the purchased silver over to the Master Moneyer, with an intim-
ation that he had purchased it at or for such a sum, and that in

consequence each sample was to have so much alloy put to it. If the
silver were of standard fineness or better, no difficulty arose; but
if it were of a worse nature, it is clear that it was not possible for
the moneyers to add the amount of alloy required from them; and, while
all silver better than the standard was a source of gain to the moneyer,
all silver of lower fineness was a direct cause of loss. That this
difficulty was felt, though the cause of it was rather a mystery, is

shown by a very curious passage in the treatise. "It will be seen,

therefore, " complains the author, "that in computing the alloy for
English money, no rule but this (i.e. that already explained) is

observed, unless the Master Moneyer on his own assay should think fit

to add less copper than the amount fixed in order to improve the money.

"

I

1 - Emptum ad vj. denarios, emptum per xx. solidos, are the phrases.

Vide Exch. Q.R. Miscellanea, Mint Accounts, rolulos emptionum passim.

2 - Metal containing less than half its weight of silver is not silver,

says our author.

3 - In a later paragraph of the treatise another method of computing

the alloy is given. It is arithmetically correct, but there are reasons

for thinking the passage an interpolation. See Red Book, f. 263 *

4 - Red Book, f. 262.
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But if he does so the full poundage will still be charged upon him
and he will get no advantage from so doing, unless he happens in this

way to make money better than the standard. The whole question of the

purity of money is, in fact, in the hands of the person purchasing.

And therefore the Master Moneyer ought to be the buyer of silver.

But in England, where this is managed by the Warden, it may happen
that he may not be careful to keep a fair average of fineness. "And,

again, if perchance burning with hatred and envy he feel grief and

pain at the salary and position of the Master Moneyer, but grow jocund

at manifold loss falling upon him, he may let his purchases be guided
by the zeal of fraud and malice, not only to the cheating of the
Master, but also to the corruption and subversion of the King's money;

of which, if he be convicted, no law should protect him from making

good the damage to the King and the Master, and suffering the penalty
of his ill-doing. " It is of course possible that occasionally either
by error or possibly of set purpose the Warden over-estimated the fine-
ness of the silver purchased by him; but the true explanation of the
grievance of the Master Moneyer is the faulty nature of the English
arithmetic.

The purchased silver after reduction to standard fineness is next de-

livered to workmen to be converted into blanks of the proper weight.
At the date of the treatise each pound of metal should produce 243
of these blanks, with an allowance by way of remedy of Id. either way
to the pound. It must be noted, however, that money made with less
accuracy than this was still allowed to pass. If the error were only
mediocris not enormis the money was not rejected, but the Master Money-
er was either chargeable with the deficiency or required to mix the
light coin with heavier coin so that the error might be compensated.
So far as can be judged, the pennies were far more accurately made than
either the halfpence or the farthings. For this work, as far as the
pence are concerned, the workmen received 2-l/2d. per pound of metal
worked. After the blanks had been tested for weight and fineness they
were then delivered to other workmen to be struck. For this work the
rate of pay was l/2d. per pound. What the average earnings and daily
output of a workman were can only be roughly estimated. 2 When not
employed he received 8d. to lOd. a day; a woman worker at Chester
received 53. But before building on any of these figures it is need-
ful to remember that we do not know what the unit is. It is always
possible that a workman was bound to find other workmen to work under
him who would share in his wages. In any case the contrast between
lOd. a day for a workman unemployed and 4s. lOd. a month for the same
man when at work points to a difficulty for which no explanation can
be offered. Their expenses from Paris or Flanders to their place of
employment were liberally paid.^

It has been remarked that of the pound of bullion 243 pence were made.
The exact date at which the old number of 240 was altered to 243 cannot

1 - In one part of the treatise the author works out the problem of
mixing two silvers of different fineness to make the standard metal.
His arithmetical terms seem due to Euclid.

2 - If we assume that all the men brought over in the spring of 1300
were fully employed except for the time when board wages were paid them,
the average monthly wages work out at 4s. lOd. for London, 5 s * 4d. for
Exeter, 6s. l/2d. for Chester, 9s. 6-3/4d. for York and Hull, and 1
pound Is. 53. for Bristol. These rates are not more than rough.

See Pipe Roll, 33 Edward I.

3-2 pounds to 2 pounds l4s. a head for the journey to London. Pipe
Roll, 35 Edward I.
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at present be stated with certainty, but roughly speaking it may be
assigned to the year 1276 .

1 It is not so much a debasement -- for
the existing money was debased -- as a method by which the king could
exact a secret profit. At first the seller of silver received back
only 240 pence out of the 243 due to him besides being charged with
the admitted deductions. This dishonest revenue was however soon
abandoned, and in March 1281 the weight of the penny was publicly
fixed at the l/243d. part of a Tower pound of standard silver, or at
22-2/9 grains troy. In the words of the Pipe Roll, the pound of the
Mint was brought back to the pound of the exchequer. Before that
date the person taking coin from the Mint would expect 240 to weigh
a pound at the exchequer, and find himself mistaken; after that date
he would know the truth.

The final testing of the coin before its issue was the duty of the
Warden; and the rules for his guidance are fully given, 5 with suggest-
ions for the conduct of the trial of the pyx. But the methods de-
scribed are those used in any of the English mints, both those which
from time to time were established in the provinces and those in
private hands. These last in the reign of Edward I were few in number.
The Archbishop of Canterbury had a share (3/6) of the profits of the
Mint of Canterbury, but only as a sleeping partner with the King.
The Archbishop possibly had a mint at York; and the Bishop certainly
had one at Durham, as befitted his palatinate. The great Abbey of
Bury St. Edmunds also possessed one, and, if Ruding is right in affirm-
ing that coins of Edward I exist bearing the impress "Reading", the
mint of that Abbey must have been at work during his reign. Few details
of the amount of work done in these mints are discoverable, but the
output is not likely to have been of much importance. Canterbury must
of course be excepted from this statement.

Of the provincial mints the most permanent and important was the mint
of Canterbury. It was managed in close connection with London; and
owing to its position near Dover and other Channel ports it was the
chief place for coining foreign silver. It was in active work during
almost the whole of Edward's reign, and follows London closely in its

history. The other provincial mints, on the other hand, only emerge
into activity at the two periods of recoinage, about 1280 and again in

1300^ The facts of the first period are of doubtful construction. We
know

4-

that at that time the Mint of London received certain sums from
the provincial mints, 5 viz. from York 1,500 pounds, from Bristol 2,500
pounds, from Lincoln 1,000 pounds, and from Durham 366 pounds 13s. 4d.

We also know that under William de Tumemire's indenture he was to

maintain mints at York and Bristol, twelve furnaces in each, but there

is no mention whatever made of Lincoln or Durham. At the same time
some coining was carried on at both those places, and in the case of

Lincoln no private mint is known to have existed there. From these

1 - Ruding, Lord Liverpool, and authors citing them assign the date

1299-1300 to this change. This is beyond question incorrect. Cf .

statements on this point made in Ruding ( 1817 ), vol. i. p. 370 and

pp. 38T, 388 .

2 - Pipe Roll , 15 Edward I.

3 - Red Book, f. 263 *

4 - Pipe Roll, 15 Edward I.

5 - See Pipe Roll, 15 Edward I. The mint at Durham may have been the

Episcopal mint there.
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data only rough conclusions can be drawn. The sum of 5> 366 pounds 15s.

4d. is probably made up of three items, viz. money borrowed by the

King for the purposes of recoinage and returned to him in the new form,

the King's profit on old money brought to the Mint to be recoined,

and possibly old money collected at the places named and transmitted
to London. In what proportion these three elements enter into the

total cannot at present be known. If we knew the period for which
these mints were at work, we might compare the probable output of the

twenty-four furnaces at work at Bristol and York with the eight then
employed at Canterbury,'*

- but this information in not obtainable.

For the period 1299-1300 the evidence is more ample. We have complete
details of the working of the new mints then established at Bristol,

Chester, Exeter, York and Hull, and Newcastle-on-Tyne, and of the
numbers of their staff. At Bristol there were thirty-seven men em-

ployed, at Hull and York fifty-five, at Newcastle twenty, at Exeter
thirty, and at Chester the same number. ^ The mint whzfc h continued
longest in activity was that of Newcastle-on-Tyne, where there seems
to have been something like a strike, as an item in the account is

for the expense of bringing back some of the staff who had run away
to Berwick, possibly owing to the lowness of the rate of their pay.

With these staffs it may be useful to compare the staff employed at

London at the same date. The chief officials were the Warden and the
Master Moneyer, whose functions have already been described. There
was a campsor, cambitor, or exchanger, who seems to have supervised
the purchase of silver, and especially of coin; in addition to these
a clerk, an assayer, and a door-keeper^ make up the supervising staff.

The office of Cutter of the dies was hereditary in the family Fitz
Otho, but it does not appear that John de Boutetourt, who held it in
right of his wife, did more than receive a due of Is. for every new
die made in the mint. The Master-moneyer and Assayer were usually
foreigners, but with one exception14

' the other chief officials were
English. In the year 1299-1300 no fewer than 150 foreign workmen
were added to the London staff, which was probably very small at
that time. A building ijOO feet long was either repaired or newly
erected for their accomodation. It is probable that this staff was
larger than it was possible to keep at full work, but making allowance
for this we still find London far larger than any of the temporary
mints, and larger than Canterbury.

The silver used in the English mint may be grouped under the following
heads: silver of Ghent, Bruges, and Brussels, Baudekin silver, old
English money known by the name of billon, silver generally described
as foreign silver, a small quantity from the Devonshire mines, and a
small quantity derived from silver plate melted down. These are the
descriptions used in the Warden's accounts. It will be noticed that
with the unimportant exception of the silver from Devon none of this
is raw silver, or even silver of known origin. The author of the
treatise in the Red Book mentions as typical examples of silver, old

1 - William de Tumemire ' s indenture.

2 - Pipe Roll, 53 Edward I. The scribe has consistently written
"Oxon", but the correction to Exon is clearly right.

3 - Hostiarius .

k - Roland de Podio's position is probably due to the fact that his

brother Henry e Podio was the head of an important firm of Lucca
financiers.
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money of England, Baudekin silver, silver of Tours or Ghent,
1

and sil-
ver of Limoges. The same observation is applicable here also; the
only one of these silvers which is likely to have been freshly dug
silver is the silver of Limoges; the others, with the exception of
Baudekin^ silver, are named merely from the place exporting them. In
fact, the production of new silver at the time was very scanty. The
chief sources were Spain, the South of France, Saxony, and possibly
other parts of Germany, Hungary, and Norway. But the output was
always insignificant compared with the demand; and for this reason
most of the material used in the mint of England had probably once
formed part of the coinage of other countries. It was probably
brought to the mint in the form of ingots, having already been to some
extent refined both for easier carriage and in order partly to escape
the deductions charged there. But in whatever form the foreign silver
came, it came in an almost uninterrupted stream. The policy of the
Government favoured the influx, but deeper causes were also at work.
The English wool trade is one of those facts in history that have
acquired a resemblance to the justness of Aristides and the geological
influence of Tenterden steeple. But it is the key to the power of
England over the question of the appreciation of silver. The French
Government of the time felt the difficulty in its acutest form; the
value of silver in that country fluctuated enormously from month to
month; 5 while at the same time in England the store of silver was
gradually increasing. There was, however, no danger of any over-
supply. The rapid growth of an internal money economy demanded a
similar increase in the supply of money, and, as will be afterwards
noted, the country was ready to make up for any lack of a regular
supply by accepting other coins.

So far we have discussed the more permanent influences, administrative
and otherwise, which affected the currency. The remainder of this
essay must be given to the phases of its history. On Edward's return
to England from Palestine the condition of the money soon attracted his
attention. It does not appear that the coin was debased in fineness
generally, but it had suffered seriously from clipping. In payments
made to the Exchequer a regular deduction of Is. in the pound was made
on account of this depreciation, and there is no reason to suppose
this represents an excessive charge.^ The first step taken by the
king was of a penal kind. By the statute of 3 Edward I c. 15,5 the
penalties for offences against the coinage were made more severe. A
special assize has held to investigate the charges brought against
the Jews in this connection, and a large number of them incurred
sentences of death and forfeiture for their misconduct. Nor were they
the only offenders; Christians, including some in high rank, were also

found guilty of this offence. But this was no remedy for the existing
evil, and for this purpose Edward had recourse to a recoinage. Bar-
tholomew de Castello, who was at this time Warden of the mint, seems
to have been in financial straits, but he was allowed to retain his
office for a time. On the 30th of November 1278, more vigorous steps
were however taken. Gregory de Rokesle, an important citizen of

1 - Reading Gandavo which is certainly right. These two are of the
same fineness. Limoges silver is described as practically pure.

2 - Probably silver used for making silver thread.

3 - Le Blanc, Traite Historique des Monnoyes de France. Ordonnances
des Rois de France .

b - Madox History of the Exchequer ( 171l), p. 19^*

5 - Enacted in 1275*
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London , was appointed warden, together with Roland de Podio, a mer-
chant of Lucca, who had already held office in the Customs.^ On that
following 1st of May they took over the charge of the London Mint,

and the work of the recoinage began vigorously. On the 1st of January

1280, an important alteration was made in the staff. Master Albert,

who had hitherto acted as Master Moneyer, was replaced by Master
William de Turnemire. It may be conjectured that to this man is due

the final shape which the organisation of the English Mint takes. He

was a native of Marseilles; of his previous history nothing is known
to us, but the Mint accounts leave no doubt that his appointment coin-

cided in date with the institution of a new and far more convenient
method of accounting, which remained in use for some centuries. The
abandonment of the secret profit of J>d. in the pound may not im-

probably be also set down as due to him; and as a considerable con-
firmation of his importance as an organiser it may be pointed out
that on his retiring from employment in the English Mint in the year
1285^ he was sent to Gascony to carry out a similar reform of the
coinage in Edward's foreign dominion. This date (1280) is also that
of the introduction of a revival of the halfpenny and the farthing.
These were only made in London, and many reference to their coinage can
be found in authors of the time, especially in connection with Merlin's
famous prophecy. Of these the most amusing is that quoted by Ruding, 5

describing the discontent of the mendicant classes:

The poor man and the priest the penny praises nothing,
Men give God the least, they feoff him with a farthing.

By 1286 the work of recoinage was complete; and the amounts of Eng-
lish money which afterwards figure in the accounts probably represent
little more than the necessary annual repairs. About 400,000 pounds
of English money may be estimated to have passed through the Mint in
this process of recoinage, in addition to a considerable amount of
imported silver. This importation is, indeed, a permanent feature of
the history of the remainder of the reign. Some attempt has already
been made to discuss the causes of this phenomenon. Here it may be
well to say a few words as to the manner. The financial system of
Edward I was to a large extent founded upon the wool trade, as his
method of raising money may be roughly described in the following
terms. He first borrowed money from foreign merchants, and then paid
his debts by seizing a certain proportion of the wool crop to deliver
to them. It is no part of our purpose to do more than indicate the
connection between Edward's finance and the supply of foreign silver;
but it may be as well to point out that the King's action affords a
reason for some of the variations of the rate of inflow of foreign
silver, and especially for the sudden increases at the beginning and
end of the reign. For a time this importation of silver proceeded

1 - At one time Mayor of London.

2 - For these appointments see Originalia Rolls, 4 Edward I m. 28, and
3 Edward I m. 15*

3 - Rot. Vascon, 13 Edward I m. 2.

4 - The previous history of these coins is obscure. There is reason
to suppose that they were once made by actual division of a penny.
But no attention need be attached to the legend of a penny so made
as to be easily broken into four.

5 - Quoted by Ruding from Heame's Langtoft, ii. 238.

6 - On 15th August 1286, the extra l-l/2d. allowed to the Master of
the Mint for the coinage of billon was withdrawn.
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rapidly, but from the end of 1287 a rapid decline begins. As soon
as this attracted the attention of the officials, measures were taken
to remedy it. On the l4th July 1290, the seignorage on foreign sil-
ver was reduced from 9^- per pound to 6d. without producing more than
a temporary rise in the rate of imporation; and during the next nine
years the Mint was almost idle for want of material to work with.
The importation of foreign silver had not, however, ceased, but it had
assumed a different form. Coins of foreign origin were becoming cur-
rent in England. The enormous charges for seignorage and mintage had

produced an overvalued coinage, and foreign merchants had taken ad-
vantage of this to import ready-coined silver and keep the seignorage
for themselves. It does not appear that these coins, crockards,
pollards, rosaries, etc., were coins of any particular state or mint.
They seem rather to have been a private venture, coined probably in
Flanders especially for use in England. They were about of the fine-
ness and weight of English sterling; indeed, if we consider the work
done at the provincial mints established in 1300 to recoin the import-
ed pollards, etc., we arrive at the somewhat surprising result that
this intruding money was actually better than the English sterling.
The figures are: 49,525 pounds 11s. 7d- pollards, etc. with 6,057
pounds 19s. 9d* other foreign silver make 57; 190 pounds standard
English money. Now, making the extreme supposition that the 6,057
pounds 19s. 9d. was pure silver, we may deduct 6,510 pounds- from
the amount coined, and thus get 49,525 pounds 11s. 7d pollards, etc.

equal to 50, 680 pounds standard money. It is thus clear that the
fineness of the pollards, etc., was much superior to the standard.

3

How they compared with pence in weight it is not possible to say,

but, inasmuch as payment by weight was a familiar idea in those times,

it is not likely that the importers made any unfair profit in that
way. The only sufferer was the King, who lost his profit on the
coinage by the influx of this rival currency. Doubtless this was a

principal reason for his action, but there was another of general
import. The existence of a diversity of coins in circulation renders
the introduction of really bad money more easy. Any one who has ex-

perienced the extremely miscellaneous currency which passes in remote
villages in France or Italy, where’, in addition to the six or seven
varieties of coins current under the Latin Union, room is easily
found for as many other varieties not so current, will understand
that the introduction of pollards, etc., into England might tend to

the introduction of other coins not so good. There is reason to

think that to a small extent this happened, and that possibly this

was the immediate cause of the King's interference.

The first great warden of the Mint, Gregory de Rokesle, had died in

1290, and under his successors, William de Wymondham and Peter de

Leycester, little was done. But in March 1299 Edward began to take

measures against the evil. By the proclamation known as the Statue

of Stepney^ the crockards and pollards were demonetized. They were

to pass current as pence up to Christmas 1299; hut from that date

1 - In June 1287 the monthly rate of the inflow of foreign silver to
the Mint is over ^,000 pounds; in June 1288 it is a little over 3^000
pounds; and in June 1290 it is scarcely over 100 pounds.

2 - Reckoning in the added alloy at Is. 6d. to the pound. Foreign

silver was purer than English, but of course not perfectly pure.

3 - By about 5-6d. a pound.

4 - Statutes, i. p. 131* The other provisions of the statute are
intended to prevent a recurrence of the evil.
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they were only to pass current at half that value. In November 1299
John de Sandale was appointed Chief Warden of the Mints of London
and Canterbury, and subsequently of the other mints specially estab-
lished in the provinces. He had already held important office in
Gascony, and seems to have been a man of capacity and experience.
Under his administration the calling in of the "counterfeit" coin, as

the Statute of Stepney terms the crockards and pollards, went on
rapidly. At first, probably by mistake, rather favourable terms
were given to the holders. It will be remembered that in order to
induce merchants to sell silver to the Mint the seignorage on foreign
silver had been reduced by threepence. At first the crockards and
pollards were treated by the Mint officials as coming under this
regulation. But the King, who had already lost some revenue by their
introduction, was not disposed to allow this. On the 19th of February
l^OO^ the Mint of London was informed that "it is not nor has been
the King's intention" to treat the crockards and pollards with any
favour, but that holders of them are to pay the full seignorage
chargeable on the recoinage of English money.

Something has already been said about the workmen employed on this
recoinage. Much more might be added on the organisation of the money-
ers among themselves, and the jurisdiction of the Master Moneyer
over them. But it must suffice here to point out that these men
were mostly foreigners. They came to England from France or Flanders;
for the most part they came to France or Flanders from Southern
Europe. The ease with which Edward found so large a number of highly
skilled workmen is not a little surprising. No doubt the monetary
troubles of the French Government set free some; but it is not pos-
sible to resist a suspicion that to some extent the very workmen
who had been employed in making pollards and crc Jr i ds abroad now
crossed over to England to recoin them.

By October 1301 the process of recoinage was practically complete,
and in the following year the remaining stragglers were swept into
the mint. From first to last about 250,000 pounds of crockards,
pollards, etc., had been reissued as English current money. That
some small amount remained in pools of local circulation is not only
possible but likely, but the general circulation of the country was

freed from them.

The cessation of this period of recoinage is immediately followed
by a steady and remarkable rise^ in the importation of foreign
silver, which has not reached its close at the end of Edward's reign.
It has already been hinted that the King's financial policy is an
important factor in stimulating the importation of silver. This
last rise probably is an illustration of this fact. Edward's pre-
parations for the final conquest of Scotland rendered it needful
for him to raise money by every means in his power; and the demand
for money to pay subsidies obliged the seller of wool to take pay-
ment in silver. But the full history of this matter cannot yet be

1 - Ruding supposed that the crockards and pollards were reduced to
l/2d. in 1310, see (1817) p-399* Bub here again, as so often, he
has utterly misunderstood his text. For a contradictory statement
see p. 387. The whole story will be found in Rot. Pari , i. p. 273-

2 - At Canterbury this regulation dates from the l4th of March,
nearly a month later.

3 - In June 1302, 1303; 130^, 1305; 1306, 1307 the monthly rates are

in round numbers 100, 500, 1, 400, 13,000, 7; 500, 11,300 pounds.
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written.

It has been assumed in this essay that the export of silver from Eng-
land during this period was unimportant. As this at first may appear
somewhat difficult of belief, it may be as well to point out the argu-
ments on which it is based. The exports from England at this time
consisted mainly of wool and hides, lead and tin. The imports were
wine and salt from Gascony, cloth from Flanders, spices brought in

through the same country, a little iron from Spain, and a small quan-

tity of luxuries from other places. It is clear that so far as this
went the balance of trade was in favour of this country, while the
method of trade at staple towns and large fairs gave no occasion for
money transactions. The demands of the Court of Rome were more dang-
erous; but even these were paid, not by means of the export of silver,

but by bills of exchange drawn in England upon Lombard bankers. More-
over, it appears to be true that in spite of this importation of cur-
crency there was no fall in prices in England; and what is perhaps of
even more importance is that the King of France had completely lost
the confidence of the merchants by his manipulations of the French
currency. Edward's character for honesty stood high in comparison,

and no doubt assisted him to maintain his already strong position.
Had Philip pursued a different policy, less silver would doubtless
have reached England, but all that came would equally have remained
there. How large a quantity that was may be gathered from the diagrams.

Table of the average monthly rates of receipt of English and
foreign silver into the Mint during successive years, the

years beginning on the 1st November.

Foreign English
Year Amount Received Year Silver Silver

(Pounds) (Pounds) (Pounds)

1274
1
-5 1260 1288-9 1000 200

1275-6 1060 1289-90 ll60 170

1276-7 2000 1290-1 160 100

1277-8 2070 1291-2 150 190

Foreign
Silver
(Pounds)

English
Silver
(Pounds)

1292-3

1293

-

4

1294

-

5

1295-

6

1296-7

160
240
140
200
100

120

290
200
260

340
1297-8 30 100

1278-9 2940 6425 1298-9 1550 400

1279-80 3325 13260 1299-1300 89T5
2

5775
1280-1 5230 4525 1300-1301 580 5180
1281-2 3500 1100 1301-2 90 930
1282-5 3000 980 1302-3 575 150
1283-4 2500 650 1303-4 1700 50
1284-5 3840 1380 1304-5 8550 180

1285-6 5200 1630 1305-6 7730 250
1286-7 7160 140 1306-7 11300 200

1287-8 3100 500

1 - Prior to 1278 the accounts do not distinguish between English and

foreign silver.

2 - All crockards and pollards brought in before 19th February 1300,

at London, and l4th March 1300, at Canterbury, counted as foreign
silver; after these dates they were reckoned as English silver.
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Excluding the crockards and pollards, which amount to about 250,000
pounds, the total sum of foreign silver imported during Edward's
reign amounts to nearly 1,000,000 pounds. If we assume that the re-
coinage of the early part of the reign represented the whole of the
money then circulating in the country -- and this cannot be very far
from the truth, because of the alteration then made in the weight and
impress of the penny --we may deduce that during the thirty-five
years of Edward's reign the stock of silver in the country increased
from about 400, 000 pounds to about 1, 600, 000 pounds, a multiplication
without parallel in a country almost destitute of mines. The ultimate
fate of this hoard can only be suggested. What Edward I accumulated,
Edward III squandered; and of that squandering the monetary history
has yet to be written.

The accompanying diagrams contain three curves, all made on a hori-
zontal scale divided into successive years. Of these the dotted line
shows the variations in the monthly rate at which foreign silver was
paid into the Mint during the period; the full line parallel to it
shows the same variations in the total amount of silver of both home
and foreign origin so paid in. The vertical scale of these if 10,000
pounds. The curved line crossing the diagrams shows at each date
the sum of foreign silver which up to that time has entered the Mint;
the vertical scale of this is 1 = 50,000 pounds. The dates marked
are referred to in the paper; for the period 1299-1300 the dotted
line is inaccurate. The years run from November 1 to November 1.
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C. G. Crump and A. Hughes, 1895 (March)

NEW ISSUES WITH ASSIGNED YEOMAN NUMBERS (Continued from page 2?8) :

PAEAGUAY
YJl 1 Guarani 1974, Stainless Steel (l8mm)
Y32 5 Guaranies 1974, Stainless Steel (20mm)
Y33 10 Guaranies 1974, Stainless Steel (22mm)
Y3b 50 Guaranies 1974, Stainless Steel (26mm)

QATAR
Y1 1 Dirham 1973; Bronze (l4.5mm)

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Y17 1 Cent 1974, Bronze
Yl8 5 Cents 1974, Bronze
Y19 10 Cents 1974, Cupro -Nickel
Y20 25 Cents 1974, Cupro-Nickel
Y8a 5 Dollars 1974, Cupro-Nickel
Y23a 10 Dollars 1974, Cupro-Nickel

TURKEY
YAll8a 10 Kurus 1974, Bronze (Thinner Planchet)
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The Emergency

Coinage of GERMAN
EAST AFRICA- Part I:

The Tabora Sovereign
by Jayant J. Ruparel, Nairobi, Kenya

Tabora was well known during the 19th century as a stopping place
for Arab caravans going inland from Zanzibar in search of slaves and
ivory. During the establishment of German East Africa, Tabora be-
came an administrative center on the Central Railway.

During the 1st World War the British naval ships effectively blockad-
ed the coast of German East Africa. There was hoarding of the silver
rupee (Yeoman numbers k and 15) and the other silver coins. To al-
leviate the shortage the Germans printed bank notes amounting to 20

million rupees, of various denominations.

The Germans also minted the 5 and 20 Heller coins in brass and copper
(Y9, 10 and 10a). They really showed their initiative when they
struck a 15 rupee gold coin at Tabora in 1916. By this time Tabora
had became the administrative capital of German East Africa.

The English sovereign was legal tender in Zanzibar and British East
Africa during the 1st World War. The Tabora 15 Rupee gold coin
quickly came to be called sovereign although properly speaking it

is not a sovereign at all, in that it does not display the head of
the ruler.

The tradition of the German gold coinage was broken, in that the
head of the ruler was not displayed.

The coin is described as follows:

OBVERSE: Within a plain circle and
a circle of dots an elephant with
extended truck passing a range of
mountains showing six peaks, the
bottom separated by a line, date and
mintmark for Tabora beneath.

REVERSE: Within a plain circle and
circle of dots the Imperial German crowned eagle, charged with the
arms of Prussia, surrounded by the legend DEUTSCH OSTAPRIKA * 15

RUPIEN *.

RIM: Plain.
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The history of the coin is fascinating. In 1915 the German government
asked for men from the ship of a firm called m/s H. M. Malis de Silva
in Dar-es-Salaam to go to Tabora to operate a mint. Their principal
office was in Zanzibar.

A Sinhalese named Vithaire had worked with M/S H. M. Malis de Silva
in Zanzibar and had come to Dar, in 1910, when the German government
held a fair. Hithaire, as foreman, and three others went to Tabora.
Their names were Mr. Simion, Mr. Chareshamy and Mr. L. B. Charleshamy.

The enterprising Germans had already made a minting machine from the
wrecks of Kronberg and Tabora1 .

The gold used for making the coin was from Sekenke mines which is not
far from Tabora. This gold contained a proportion of silver. As
minted, the pieces were of l8Rt. gold, i.e. fineness . 750/ 1 * 000 .

(Remick and others give the gold content as . 600 ).^

Vithaire was responsible for stamping while his three colleagues were
employed in smoothing the pieces of roughness. ^ The machinery was
crude and most probably the first die broke necessitating a second die.

Working dies are themselves normally "struck" from a master die, but
this was not so regarding all the emergency coins of Tabora. The
dies were directly engraved and used.

Why did the Germans take so much trouble to mint the gold coins?
There is no doubt that there was a shortage of silver coins and bank-
notes and the Germans had already issued the rupee notes, of different
values. To boost the confidence in their issue, the Germans used
the local Swahili language on the notes.

Up to 1914, the Germans had used the gold coins of the fatherland,

when needed. Among the Arab and Indian traders who were the main
people in commerce, any gold coin was good, and the army, so ably led

by General von Lettow Vorbeck, thought of the right idea to get the

goods from the producers and dealers. Dr. Schnee^ writes that bullion
worth one million gold marks was available and this bullion was use-

less unless coined in some way.

The reason why the Germans issued a 15 Rupee coin was that in Zanzi-
bar and British East Africa, where the Indian rupee was the legal

tender, 15 Rupees were equal to 1 sovereign. The sovereign was
very popular and to boost the confidence of the local traders, the

Germans issued a coin which would ensure that they would receive the

goods from the traders, to enable them to fight the war.

It has been remarked that the pieces were struck with dies made by
an engraver of great skill and artistic ability. In fact it was

thought at one time that the dies were made in Germany and smuggled

into East Africa by submarine.

The reverse of the coin has an Imperial German eagle, same as the

obverse of the 1 Pysa (Yl) and German silver mark (y4 and Y15) which

were in general usage in German East Africa.

The obverse is something different. The design suggests an oriental

quality.

However, I feel that the engraving is very poor on the obverse side.
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The left foreleg of the elephant is badly drawn. Most probably the
engraver could not produce a good likeness of the Imperial portrait
and used his own initiative. The engraver was from Ceylon, with
great attachment with elephants and Tabora was at the time the Centre
of Ivory Trade, so the choice of elephant was not bad. Regarding the
six mountains at the back much can be theorized but little proved.

16, 198 pieces were made before the Belgians captured Tabora on l8
September 1916. There were two die varieties as follows:

(1) Right arabesque ends under A of OSTAFRIKA, mintage 6,395*

(2) Right arabesque ends under TA of OSTAFRIKA, mintage 9>803*

According to translation in Tanganyika Notes and Records of
Jaegar5 the die which has scroll beneath the letters TA of OSTAFRIKA
is a false reverse die, so according to him it means that more than
half of the Tabora sovereigns are false.

I believe that the second die was not a forgery. The machinery used
for minting was crude. In fact, according to the Handbook of Tangan-
yika, 8 the stamping machinery broke down and the whole of July output
of gold coins was stamped at the factory of the Ostafrikaniscene
Olfatrik Geselchaft at Lulanguru, with the aid of an oil press placed
at the disposal of the government free of charge.

So the die must have broken making necessary another reverse die.

The Tabora sovereign held the fascination of all goldsmiths and
collectors since the day it was minted. After the end of the war it

became very popular with the British soliders as a souvenir item. It

reached the value of 200/= around 1924. Around this time the tale was
spread by certain money lenders in Zanzibar that Vathiare had forged
them in considerable quantities in Zanzibar and was sentenced to
imprisonment in Zanzibar. However, this was not true but it served
the purpose of the money changers undermining confidence in the in-
flated value as currency. One of the advantages of the popularity
has been that very few were melted down for this gold.

However, tales do not die quickly and whenever I have inquired for a

Tabora sovereign, I have been asked "Can you differentiate between
the original and the counterfeit?".

Has anyone done light chemical analysis of the two varieties of the
coins? Both the varieties have the same weight. So, if someone did
forge the Tabora sovereign, what gold did he use, and how did he

get the original obverse die?
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EMERGENCY MONIES AT GOVERNMENTAL LEVELS

by Dr. M. Robert Talisman

It is erroneous to believe that emergencies call for responses only
at fairly low levels of community life. When "war" drives "good"
money into hiding, it is not only the impoverished community, factory
or business that responds by issuing local metal or paper money, but
the same response may be elicited from those sources of currency that
exist in peacetime.

A constant set of circumstances lead to these responses to emergencies
by and at all levels of government or by government approved currency
producers.

1. A shortage of metals (either strategically needed or because of
a lack of raw material) prompts a national source of currency to
switch to a paper issue to replace the short-supplied metal coinage.

2. Hoarding of precious metals (silver and gold, and of late -

copper) takes place at two points. That amount of material in banks
will be frozen to be used in foreign transactions; peacetime privi-
leges of redeeming paper money for silver or gold is suspended.
Hoarding by the populace is just as significant. It removes large
amounts of coined silver, gold and copper from circulation.

3. The government bodies, to facilitate the day to day living, to
permit salaries to be paid, will issue smaller denomination paper
money than usually is required to replace those coins lost by hoarding.

4. With several factors operating, the printing of excess amounts of

paper currency, diminished resources in banking and financial insti-

tutions to back up the newly printed currency, the inflationary
prices of goocfe that follow the disruption of production during war,

the possible loss in confidence of the people both at home and abroad,

the government's ability or inability to eventually redeem the newly
issued currency, tend to permit the paper money in circulation (both

new and old) to decline in value, and the government or issuing auth-

ority then must respond by printing more and more, in larger and

still larger denominations.

It is on the above basis that we, as numismatists allied to our

chosen field of collecting, ally ourselves with the situations of

the present and must consider the currency emission of Europe in

1914-1923 and do readily note the similarities then and now.
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ROMAN
PROPAGANDA:
THE COINAGE OF CLAUDIUS 41-54AD

by Walter W. Leonard

During the confused hours following the assassination of the deranged
Emperor Caligula, a Praetorian Guardsman found Caligula's middle-aged
uncle hiding behind a curtain in the Palace. To the gentleman's sur-

prise, instead of being murdered, the soldier hailed him as Caesar.
The rest of the Praetorinas found him acceptable and he was escorted
to their camp. Thus did Tiberius Claudius Caesar become the Emperor
Claudius. This was commemorated on one of his earliest issues (Cohen
4l-46) showing the Praetorian Camp and the legend EVEPER (atoris)

RECEPT (us) - the reception of the Emperor. This annoyed the Senate
because, theoretically, they alone -- not the army -- could bestow
the principate.

Claudius was an unlikely Emperor. Bom in Lugovnum (Lyons), Gaul in

10 B.C., he was a sickly child and grew up partially crippled. He
was also thought to have a feeble mind. Therefore, unlike his rela-
tives, he was not put into government service, but was left to his
own interests. He had an interest in history and wrote excellent
histories of Carthage and Etruria (both books now unfortunately lost).
Claudius held no office until Caligula made him Consul, more as a

joke than as an honor (Caligula also tried to make his horse Consul).

Claudius tried to correct Caligula's excesses by recalling those who
had been unjustly exiled, restored stolen properties, cancelled unfair
taxes, etc. Claudius also began to strike commemoratives for his
family -- many of them had been murdered in previous reigns. The
issues for his brother Germanicus and his father Drusus Nero were
especially extensive.

As with the rest of the Julio -C laudian dynasty, most of the issues
of Claudius were of a military nature. In A.D. 43 a three-pronged
Roman army of invasion landed in Britain and within six months a

large portion of the island was subdued (one of his generals was the
future Emperor Vespasian). Claudius brought the British King to Rome
for his triumph and then gave him his freedom. These British cam-
paigns are referred to on many issues but C. l8 is typical -- it's
reverse shows an arch surmounted by an equestrian figure between
two trophies of captured weapons and on the arch is DE BRITANN(IS) --

over the Britons. Through excellent planning, the campaigns cost
Rome few men. Claudius was awarded the Civic Crown for the saving
of citizens' lives. A denarius of A.D. 46 shows the oak wreath of
the Corona Civica (C. 87 ).

Claudius, however, was much more than a general only. He attempted
to ensure the grain supply and foreign trade of Rome by building a

magnificent artificial harbor at the mouth of the Tiber (Portus).
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This policy may have been the cause for the minting of the Quadrans
(l/4 AS or l/64 denarius). The obverse shows a modius --a grain
basket -- that symbolized to the poorer citizens the grain allowance
of the new port. The reverse shows the familiar S. C. (Senatus
Consulto - by decree of the Senate). In the best Roman tradition
Claudius granted citizenship to provincials who had shown themselves
worthy. He even allowed some Romanized Gallic leaders into the
Senate. This liberal policy may have been the point of the issue
of C.47. This shows Liberty on the reverse with the inscription
LIBERTAS AUGUSTA. Minerva was the goddess of learning and the pro-
tectress of warriors. Her appeal to Claudius should be obvious.
She was honored on a very large coinage (C.84) showing her advancing
right with a spear and shield.

Claudius died in October of 5 4 A.D. In all probability, he was
poisoned by his wife Agrippina in order to ensure the succession of
her son (Claudius' stepson) - NERO- The new regime had Claudius
deified and issued a commemorative series but Nero contented himself
with making bad jokes about his step-father. For some time before
his death Claudius had allowed himself to be deceived by Agrippina,
but he finally had seen through both her and Nero. Resolving to

keep Nero from the throne, Claudius had started to promote his own
son Britannicus. Agrippina saw her position eroding and moved
quickly. She simply poisoned her husband (Britannicus did not long
survive his father) . With the death of Claudius, Rome lost probably
the best of the Julio-Claudians after Augustus, and disaster mounted
the throne.

A LITTLE “WHY”
by Dave Schecter

One of the peculiar anomalies that surfaces in numismatics is the ap-

pearance of the name of God in the Hebrew language on the coinage of

several countries and principalities of Europe, mainly during the

first half of the 17th century. The first time that the writer saw

this phenomenon on a piece of this coinage, he was very surprised

for, although he had been rather deeply involved in numismatics for

some years, he had never run across it. In retrospect, this is quite

understandable since these coins and medals are not common here in

the United States; in fact, numerous dealers with whom he had dis-

cussed these pieces stated that they had never seen them. On a trip

to Israel in 1969; he showed several of them to dealers there, hoping

to buy any they had; ironically they all wanted to buy his, since

none of them had ever seen any of these pieces, nor did they recog-

nize the rationale of such issues.

To understand the reason behind this, we have to go back to the his-

tory of the times. Catholicism and Protestantism were locked in

mighty battle for the souls of Europe's Christians. Some of the

countries were Protestant, others Catholic; what Jews there were

never numerically influenced the course of history. There were

individual Jews who were powerful enough to make their influence felt

in the power structure of whatever country they lived in, but this

influence was generally indirect and short-lived.
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This period of history was noted for the continuation of wars between
the different countries, conflicts based on both religion and politics.
Sweden and Denmark, the two "powers" of northern Europe were constant-
ly warring, taking one city, losing another. Wars cost money par-
ticularly because armies spend without "producing". The only way
the conscripted peasantry could be made to exert greater effort was
to convince them that "God is on our side" - and every country claimed
him. In Sweden, Karl IX issued his coinage with the grand Latin
motto, "Deus Solatium Meum", and to make it clear to which "Deus" he
referred, he putTU right in the center of his coins. By the use of

the word "meum" the king was not claiming the comfort only for him-

self. After all, the King was the country, and so 71 ITV was the
solace of the country.

In Denmark, Christian IV was faced with similar problems. Sweden,
with whom he had been at war for some time, invaded Denmark in

Christian reacted quickly. He mobilized his army to repel the
invaders.

But armies have to be paid. Christian, never a conservative economist,
was in no position to finance a war; so he issued a series of coins
which have come to be called the "Hebrew" coins of Denmark - in which
Christian called upon God, invoking the holy name of the God of the

Hebrews. These are his IUSTUS 71 1 TV IUDEX coins. However, these were
made of debased silver since issuing coins with full metallic value
was unprofitable under the wartime circumstances. Of course the

people were expected to accept these at full face value - and they

did - for a while at least. The gold coins were used for paying off
his commercial debts, each piece of far lesser value than its denomi-

nation indicated. He issued the common silver pieces in goodly
number in three of the Royal mints: Copenhagen, in Denmark;
Christiana (Oslo) in Norway; and Gluckstadt in northern Germany,
which was a part of Denmark at that time.

By the use of the phrase IUSTUS Hi TV INDEX, Christian served notice
that God was a righteous judge who would recognize the justice of
his cause and naturally give him victory. But evidently God didn't
quite see it that way; Christian's army was not successful and he had
to sue for peace on Sweden's terms late in 1645- Following Christian's
death in 1648, these coins were devalued by about 5 &j° to bring them
in line, value-wise, with the regular coinage of the country.

This interesting phenomenon of Hebrew inscription on non-Judaic coins
is by no means restricted to the two series above mentioned. Among
many others, there are the Purim Taler of Erfurt and the Talers of
Hesse Cassel under William V, the latter graphically illustrating a
sentence from Genesis, "And the spirit of God blew across the face
of the waters". It is popularly referred to as the Sturmtaler or
Weidenbaum taler. What is fascinating about all of them is the story
behind each of them, the little "why's" of numismatics.

Bibliography:
DAVENPORT European Crowns and Talers
HOBSON Scandinavian Coins
NEEDLEMAN The Hebrew Coins of Denmark
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A Pleb iscit Fantasy
by Dick Upton

Of the many Plebiscit notes issued, one of the most unusual is a 50
pfennig note issued in northern Germany in 1920. This note has been
talked about, written about, and wondered about by many collectors.

The note, picture above, appears to have been issued in or at a town
in the Schleswig-Holstein area of Germany named "Knivsberg". However,
through repeated studies of old maps, atlases, encyclopedias and
other references, no such town can be found or has ever been known to
exist.

A small mountain, or hill, known as Knivsberg Hill was located in the
northern Schleswig district. Further research by numerous collectors
and editors reveals that, as with most Plebiscit issues, this note
was in fact issued to the citizenry of this area around this hill, and
used as a "political or propaganda" media rather than as a media of
exchange as would be thought.

The note pictures five men with the flags of the Allies and of Den-
mark on the hillside, a large monument at the top. Colors used are

red, black, blue, yellow, green and white.

A true "fantasy" piece, as no such governmental body, issuing author-
ity or entity named Knivsberg ever existed. No value was given the
note as it was not used as a medium of exchange. The only item un-
known is who actually was responsible for its distribution. No doubt

one of the many forces working for or against the splitting of north-
ern Germany with Denmark.
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OTTOMAN LEAD SEALS
by Samuel Lachman, Haifa, Israel

In the course of collecting Islamic coins, one comes across mixed
lots of modern and mediaeval coins. In such lots all kinds of mater-
ial can be found, and among others Ottoman lead seals as shown here.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

These seals were used to secure mail bags. Before use the lead is
blank and has holes to insert the string with which the bags are
closed. Special sealing presses produce the impressions.

The first post offices for the general public were opened in the Otto-
man Empire in the eighteenforties in some major towns. The seals
presented here seem to date from about 1900, when already many post
offices operated.

The obverse of the seals show the inscription:

posta

devlet-i aliye-i

LaJ> L-ic- osmaniye

The reverse bears the name of the locality. Figure 1 shows the seal
of Denizli, written thus (with saghir nun)

:

Denizli is a town in Anatolia. In Ottoman times it was the capital
of the sanjak Denizli in the vilayet Izmir. Population in 1900 was
about 16,000. Today capital of the vilayet Denizli has a population
of 62,000.

Figure 2 represents the seal of Halil ul-Rahman. Halil ul-Rahman is

the Turkish (and Arabic) name of Hebron in Palestine, written thus:

oU-jJI Ju_U

In Ottoman times capital of a kada (district) in the independent
sanjak of Jerusalem, with a population of about 22,000 in 1912.
Before the Six Day War in Jordan it had a population of 38,000.
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LAND OF
COPPER COIN
by Carl Charlick

(Reprinted by permission from Foreign Service Journal: Copyright (c)
FOREIGN SERVICE JOURNAL, December, 1973. )

I remember this saying from childhood, and at the time I accepted it
without question. Childhood is a time of small coins, mostly copper,
some nickel, rarely silver. I was all for honoring the penny.

Alas, the passing years have wrought havoc with the frugal ideal of
this aphorism. Our penny has pretty well lost its meaning as a thing
of value. It is kept in circulation only by need to pay ever-present
sales taxes, the very obverse of purchasing power, a negative sign of
value. We no longer honor the penny, we put up with it as a relic and
as a constant reminder of our burdensome present.

The story is pretty much the same in other lands. The copper cartwheel
of Victorian England, which got you a telephone call, a bus ride, or a

tiny portion of chips, is now a surplus curio. Time was when you could
take it abroad and make it double as ten centimes in France, Italy,

Greece, Romania and the Levant. Today many countries, under the whip-
lash of inflation and devaluation, have abandoned their subsidiary
coinage entirely. Centesimi, groschen, paras, (/re , annas , if they
exist at all, are mostly aluminum or composition metal, to be slipped
to an unsuspecting beggar or dropped surreptitiously into the alms-box
of a church. They are shunned, objects of scorn and ridicule.

There is one exception to the pattern, surprisingly -- the Soviet Union.

The Russian kopek, one hundredth part of the ruble and approximately
worth one U*S. cent, is the bottom rung of the Soviet monetary system.

At one time of silver content, it is today a small copper piece that
provident people keep on hand, even hoard a little. Unlike other coins

in this humble category, the kopek does not stand isolated by a wide
gap from the next higher denomination. It has sturdy companions in

the 2-kopek, 3-kopek and 5 -kopek pieces, all of copper in increasing
sizes.

One kopek will get you a glass of soda water from a public vending
machine. A second kopek will buy a dash of sirop -- flavoring -- for

this drink, a great refresher on a hot day. Three kopeks will pay for

a long bus ride; and five kopeks unlock the gates of the Metro subway

for an unlimited ride over its many miles of track.

These coins are not easy to come by. One of the shortages in the

Soviet Union is small change. Five-kopek pieces are technically ob-

tainable in subway stations from electronic coin changers, but as often

as not the machine displays a sign "sold out".

Another factor that keeps small change buzzing feverishly from pocket
to pocket of Soviet citizens is the curious pattern of prices which
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seems to avoid round numbers like a plague. Instead, the vogue is

for figures ending in odd digits, sevens, nines, elevens and so forth:

27 kopeks for a piece of soap, 86 kopeks for a trinket, 1.11 for a

taxi ride, 97 kopeks for 100 grams of tea. (But no prices ending in

.981) Even eating places follow this practice. A plate of borsch

soup may be 54 kopeks, a ragout 1.17 kopeks, a dessert 79 kopeks.

Here of course, when it comes to settling the bill, these oddments

tend to disappear into the hands of the waiter or waitress. In retail

stores, however, when shopping for food or necessities, it is a good

idea to have a handful of small change to make the exact amount, else

one might lose one's hard -won place in line to the cashier, and in

turn be fumbled out of the line waiting to receive one's purchase.

Soviet citizens or foreign visitors alike will do well to hold on to

their humblest coin. Much can be done with it. In Russia, everyone

seems to honor the kopek, while the ruble takes care of itself.

A PEEK THROUGH A GERMAN COLLECTOR'S DOOR

by Geld Beutel

How would you like to peek through the door of a German collector's
home and see what and how he collects? Well now, a fellow member of
NI will help you do this as he did some time ago on a trip to Germany.

Herr Hans is 48, a World War II veteran, married and the father of a
teenage son. He lives on the third floor of an apartment building in

a city in southwestern Germany. An attorney by profession, he is an

avid collector and is quite specialized.

His father had an extensive collection before World War II. The col-
lection was lost during the war and only the coin-cabinet remained.
But what a beautiful cabinet! It looks like a piece of French Louis
XVI furniture, but the little doors on the front open, the stacks
of flat drawers present themselves.

Hans ' specialty is coins of the Palatinate of Southwestern Germany,
but while it looks simple on the surface, it calls for quite a coin
and medal collection, not to mention the books on coins, history,
arms and other related items. For example, Alsace and Lorraine have
been, at one time or another, under the same rule as the Palatinate.
Even Swedish and Polish kings have ruled there, as well as princes
of Hesse -Darmstadt and Bavaria. Herr Hans has coins representing
them all.

The cabinet trays are arranged chronologically by rulers, going back
as far as Kaiser Frederick Barbarossa and often including medals of
these rulers to make a complete historical story.

Herr Hans has written one small book on his specialty and plans
another.

On our visit a few duplicates were traded, many questions answered
and a hospitable sip of white Rhine wine was shared before we said
"Auf Wiedersehen" to Hans and his family.
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MEMBER NOTICE PAGE
Granvyl G. Hulse, Jr., Box 696, Pet 1, TSS, APO NY O9378 ; INFORMATION
NEEDED on weight and thickness of any of the gold coins of Ethiopia
(Yll-13, 21-22 and 28-29)- If more than one of the same denomination
is in your collection, please advise if they differ in either weight
or thickness. Also would like to hear from anyone who has any Eth-
iopian tokens or coins purportedly issued since 1880 and not found
in Yeoman.

Jerome R. Miller, 1973 Greenberry Road, Baltimore, Md. 21209 : Please
note my change of address, having recently moved from Pasadena, Cal.
My collecting specialty is Greek coins from 1800 to date and I invite
correspondence from other members.

Bob Tomlinson, Box 3^411, Dallas, TX 7523^ : After a couple of years
"vacation" I am trying to get back to active collecting. I would
like to trade for coins from the Swiss cantons and cities and some
Confederation types and dates. I have an extensive assortment of
trade material and will be fairly generous in exchange for coins I

need.

L. P. Robinson, 145 Flying Cloud Isle, Foster City, California 94404 :

Panama type or date collectors will be given special services in
series of mail bid sales exclusively for Panama coins. For a FREE
copy of the bid lists, write L. P. Robinson, Box 248, Sunnyvale,
CA 94088.

D. G. Cooke, Box 32441, San Antonio, TX 78216 : I need the following
Egyptian coins for my personal collection: Craig 208, 209, 210 and
Yeoman A17, B17> 22a. I will buy outright or will trade other
Egyptian. Please write what you have and what you need.

RAZORSACK COIN SHOW : The Razorback Coin Show will be held November
2nd and 3rd, 1974 at the Ramada Inn, North Little Rock, Arkansas.

Contact Robert E. Wilhite, P. 0. Box 5k6, Jacksonville, Ark. 72076
(Phone 501-982-2495) lor further information.

Marvin L. Fraley, 2813 - 57th St., Lubbock, TX 79^13 * As curator of

the NI Reference Collection, I would like to invite all NI members

to send donations to the collection. You will receive an acknowledge-

ment of your donation which is tax-deductible as NI is listed with

the IRS as a non-profit educational organization. Value of your

donation, however, must be determined by you. Any and all coins are

needed -- common to rare -- as we are maintaining at least one

specimen of each date, type and variety received.

0. D. Cresswell, 54 Rosscoole Park, Belfast l4, Northern Ireland:

I am working on a book on Tibet and request that any members having

dated Tibet coins write to me giving Yeoman numbers and dates. Also,

if any members have coins they are unable to date, please send me a

rubbing and I will date them for you.

(Editor's Note: This MEMBER NOTICE PAGE is FREE to all NI Members.

No "FOR SALE" items accepted and research type notices will be

given priority at all times when the page is oversubscribed in a

single month.

)
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